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Chairs’ Objectives

• Finalize Concept 1, decide on a number of open issues related to packaging and LV
• Begin a discussion related to Concept 2 - decide on Concept 2 (if we are lucky) or at least agree on the process by which Concept 2 will be decided.
• Will aim for a consensus decision - vote if necessary but not the first option.
• Summer science process, new 2-page proposals (possibly last round for STDT) deadline in August, and one more ranking exercise before the Sep/Oct f2f meeting.
• Finalize interim report outline, writing assignments, and deadline. Due at HQ in December, but internal deadline is November to allow for a red-team review.
Other things

• Between f2f #4 and #5, Study Center finalized industry CANs.
• We now have two industry partners: Ball/Northrop/Harris consortium and Lockheed Martin. Welcome to them!
• Science focus for this meeting: MW and disks, welcome to invited speakers (Laura Fissel, Alberto Bolatto, Doug Johnstone, Christine Chen).
• Finalize f2f #6 (possibly at STScI - otherwise CfA?), (possibly Sep 14-15, will confirm tomorrow EOD)
• Agree on a science theme for the next meeting (extragalactic right now).
Other things

- Sign up for dinner tonight.